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The Human body is an amazing machine where the parts work together to do &nbsp;a task or daily activity. Therefore; it is very
importatnt for the children to learn about their body as the followings:The names of their body partsThe functions of the body partsThe
importance of the body partsWhich parts of the body needed to do a certain activity..

The children will do the followings:To do the &nbsp;printable activity worksheets related to the Body parts.Use Sticky note to write and
stick on your peer's body names and the functions of the body parts.With your parent help, draw your best friend &nbsp;or (family
member) body-sized poster; and write & talk about his/her body parts related to his/her favorite activities

Task 1:Print out the activities worksheets attached in this page (you may ask teacher help to print).Task 2:Choose your class
peer.With your peer, use many colorful sticky note (green, pink, yellow, orange..etc).Enlarge your handwriting for the name&nbsp;of
the body part.under the name, write with smaller font size full sentences of the function of that body part.&nbsp;stick those sticky
notes in the right places of your peer body.Task 3: (with parent help)Bring paper roll.Cut it in a way that fit the length and the width of
your best friend or family member.Ask him/her to lay over the &nbsp;paper&nbsp;spread on the floor.&nbsp;Draw using a marker the
figure of his/ her body.Ask him/her to get upDraw some details (face, hair, eyes, mouth, hands, fingers, toes, t-shirt, pants..etc)Write
on the different body parts &nbsp;(on your drawing) used by him/her to do&nbsp;favorite&nbsp;activities; for examples on the ears
(listening to the music)Glue your drawing on the foam board as a poster.Write the name of him/her on the top of the poster.Talk about
your best&nbsp;friend or family member&nbsp;in the class.
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Category and Score

Poor (1pts)

Fair (2pts)

Good (3pts)

Very Good (4pts)

Recognition:
Student can recognize
and identify parts of the
body when shown
pictures.

Student could not
recognize any body part
when shown pictures.

Student was unable to
recognize 5 body parts
when shown pictures
without cuing provided
by the teacher.

Student could recognize
5 & above common
body parts when shown
pictures.

Student could recognize
most (if not all) body
parts taken when shown
pictures.

Explanation:

Student could not give
sentences for any body
parts functions

Student was unable to
give sentences on 5
body parts functions
when shown pictures
without cuing provided
by the teacher.

Student could give
sentences on 5 &
above common body
parts functions when
shown pictures.

Student could give
sentences on most (if
not all) of the body parts
functions taken when
shown pictures.

Student was not able to
focus on lesson without
constant guidance and
redirection.

Student required
moderate support and
supervision to focus on
the lesson.

Student was able to
focus on lesson and
perform group activities
with minimal guidance.

Student was able to
focus on lesson and
perform group activities
without guidance.

Students can uses
sentences to tell body
parts functions
Participation:
Students level of
participation and
attentiveness during the
course of the lesson
(Read aloud and group
activities)

Score

Category and Score

Poor (1pts)

Fair (2pts)

Good (3pts)

Very Good (4pts)

Score

Total Score

Coming To The End...!!!When the children are done, they will become much in the followings:Awareness of their own
body&nbsp;Body parts when shown as (pictures)They will recognize names of their body partsThey will enrich their
science&nbsp;vocabularies.More self-confidence when talking about their abilitiesThey can give full sentences of functions of their
body partsWhich parts of the body needed to do certain activity

I recommend &nbsp;teachers, students, and even parents to go through this WebQuest to help them achieve the goals planned when
teaching children "Their&nbsp;Body Parts". The elements such as (videos, songs, powerpoints,word files, games, pictures,
&nbsp;activities..etc) provided in this WebQuest will enrich their knowledge,&nbsp;skills,&nbsp;& self-awareness. So, don't
hesitate to benefit from all of these.
Standards
This WebQuest will be helpful for students around the world to have information needed to have better understanding of their Bodies.
Since they have Themes and units related in their School curriculum, it is a good opportunity to use technological tool such as
WebQuest for such science unit.
We in Saudi Arabia as one of the modern countries are glad to search for tools that make teaching & learning easier and better.
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